


A a
Tap, bat, apple, black ,sat, rat, 
sad, man, mad, lab, van, fat, 
act, ant, jazz, animal, and, cat, 
can, rat, fat, fact, hat, hand.

Kate, take, make, lake, snake, 
fake, cake, fame, plate, table.



 Е е
Pen , well, let, elf, egg, ten, 
pen, hen, red, bed, desk, leg, 
dress, wet.

Mete, be, Pete, me, he.



 I i
Ink, pink, milk, sit, swim, big, 
rink, sister, king, tip, pin.

Like, slide, ride, nine, kite, pine, 
shine, bike, spine, line, life.



 O o 
On, hot, got, dog, stop, frog, 
pot, song, clock, long. 

Go, tone, nose, rose, alone,bone, 
stone, close.



 U u 
Umbrella, sun, but, drum, run, 
fun, cup, bus, jump, nut, 
mum.

Tune, fume, cute, mute, cube. 
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Bee, feel, deep, meet, clean, mean, tree,speak, sleep, 
leaf, team
Wood, cook, boom, soon, room, noon, zoo, good
All, small, tall, ball, call, fall
Smart, garden, car, far, park, star, farm, mark, shark, 
March
Horse,pork, sport, torn, corn, sort,
Bird, girl, stir, dirt, firm, skirt, first, 
Shock, shop, ship, shell, short, she
Cheese, chips, chocolate, chick, chimp, chess
Photo, phone, dolphin, elephant, phrase
Thing, thumb, thimble, thin, thick, thunder, they, the, 
them, that


